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BONNAROO
Bonnaroo, or Bon-a-roo, is a
New Orleans French Creole
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“bon à rue”, though the phrase
does not exist in French.
- Wikipedia
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INT R O D UCT I O N

Bonnaroo is a 4 day annual music and arts festival
held on a farm in Manchester, Tennessee. The festival
attracts 80,000+ attendees from all over to come
Manchester every June for the art, music and culture.
While hotels and homestays are available for
attendees travelling from out of state, camping on
the farm is an option that creates a different festival
experience.
Bonnaroo’s website is jam packed of info about the
festival, but is tossed into several different menus
and sections that make finding specific info extremely
difficult to find. Combined with the festival’s theme
of high contrast, neon colors, the info is extremely
hard to read as well. These issues become particularly
noticeable when looking to find info about their
camping options
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EX ECUT I V E SUMMARY
MANDI BOSSE

As a music festival attendee, I have known about Bonnaroo for several years, though
I have yet to attend. I’d seen Bonnaroo’s social media presence, but when I first encountered
Bonnaroo’s website, I was overwhelmed and lost. The bright neon colors of their brand
identity took over the whole screen, and all the information below the bright purple header
was stacked on top of each other with no solid grid structure. Their use of gradients was
outdated, and added to the chaos of the site’s aesthetic value. Along with the overwhelming
colors and patterns, the site’s Information Architecture was very difficult to navigate,
particulary when trying to learn about the festival’s camping packages. I felt like it was a
bit of an injustice to have such a great event and company shooting themselves in the foot
with such a redundant website, and started working on ways to make it simpler, easier to
navigate and read, all while keeping it’s brnd identity.
My first steps to remaking Bonnaroo’s website was to compare it to it’s “best in
class” competetor, which I found to be Coachella. While Coachella is a completely separate
festival and is in no way viciously competeing for the same audience as Coahella, I felt like
Coachella was a great example of how to easily present simillar information as Bonnaroo in
their camping and hotel accomidations. While Bonnaroo admittedly has many more camping
packages available than Coachella, Bonnaroo’s camping packages were nowhere to be found
within the big, top tier menu options on the site, and were tucked away under a tab called
Accomodations on the side. We refrenced Coachella and took notes on how that laid out all
their options clearly.
After sketching my design ideas out as a paper protype, I created a card sort to test
my V1 IA. My card sort was abandoned by 12 of the 16 users who started it, however, 4 did
finish the test. Of those four, 1 user created a new category called “Current Year Info” that
included pages like the map of the festival grounds, the current year’s lineup, ect. Genrally,
all of the users put every ticket option, ranging from GA single day to 4 day Platinum, all into
the ticket category, while things like Food fell under experience and FAQ fell under Info. For
the most part, the information I gathered mimiced my IA, but I wasn’t sure what made most
of my participants quit.
As I began testing, I found that my IA was not working as smoothly as I had hoped. I
quickly found that Camping options needed to be quick and easy to access. Most users felt
like the label “Plan” was effective to help them find the Camping options, but it just needed
to be easier to find. I decided to move the Plan tab out from under “Experience”, and altered
my IA like this for V2. I also decided to rename Info to More after finding that users found
Info a bit too broad.
The adjusments I made to V2 eleviated many of the issues that happened in
V1 for users. We can tell that the changes improved the functionality because users in
V1 expereinced many failures when trying to navigate through tasks, whereas no user
expereinced failures navigating the same tasks in V2
To create a final prototype, I would make a few more aesthetic adjustments, as
well as create an active homepage and add working links to the More tab. Overall, I feel as
though my design of a new Bonnaroo website creates an easier journey for users to learn
about and purchase tickets to the Bonnaroo Arts & Music Festival.
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COAC H EL L A
BEST IN CLASS

WE USED COACHELLA TO COMPARE AND ADOPT SYSTEMS
OF EFFECTIVE INFORMATION ARCHITECHTURE. COACHELLA’S
PASSES PAGE EFFECTIVLEY COMMUNICATES ALL THEIR TICKET
BUYING OPTIONS, THOUGH THEY HAVE SIGNIFICANTLY LESS
ITEMS THAN BONNOROO OFFERS.
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O R I G I NA L S I T E
PLAN I planned to create a new layout of the camping information that is available on

Bonnaroo’s site. I aimed to maintain its theme and color scheme, but create a user flow that
lets their site users find the info they want easier and faster. I wanted to make a simpler
flow of their site so their users can plan their festival experience easily. Planning such an
extensive trip should be as easy as it is exciting, and while Bonnaroo’s site is exciting and
has personality, it needs a simpler structure.

ORIGINAL IA
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01

02

03

Create new
Information
Architecture for
camping options

Test IA in Card Sort
and start Prototype
V1

User testing and
Prototype updating

PLAN
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PA P E R PROTOTY PE
WIREFRAMES AND IA
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CA R D S ORT

4 O UT O F 16 PARTIC IPAN T S

1 O U T O F 4 PA RT I CI PA NT S

FINISHED THE CARD SORT

CR E AT E D T H E I R OW N GR O U P

V1

The IA I started with for V1 had three main tabs:
Tickets, Experience and Info. Each of these categories
had the rest of the site information organized into the
three groups
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V1 TESTI NG
SCRIPT & TASKS

TASK

User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

4 Day GA Tickets
RV Camping
Le Bon Tents
Groop Camping
Plazas
Food

FAILURE -

INDIRECT SUCCESS -

SUCCESS -

SCRIPT Bonnaroo is a 4 day music and arts festival held annually on a farm in Tennessee

every spring. The festival typically brings around 80,000+ attendees in part due to it’s popular
musical lineup, as well as the culture associated with the festival. The festival encourages
attendees to camp on the festival grounds with tents, RV’s, and luxury lodging. Camping
privileges are included in every ticket.
This web prototype does not have finished text and is missing some details. Some links are left
empty.

Your group of 4 has decided to join an already
established group of 25 more people to go in
on Groop Camping options! Where can you find
out more about Groop Camping
How difficult was it to find that? 1-5
You want to learn more about the Plazas in the
festival grounds. Where do you find this info?
Lastly, your vegan friend is concerned that she
won’t have many food options. How do you
explore Bonnaroo’s food options?

Let’s say you and a group of 4 friends want to go
to the festival for all 4 days. Where would you
go to buy GA tickets?
Now let’s say that your group is interested in
camping in an RV during the festival. Where
would you find information on this?
Where would you want this to fall?
What would be the easiest way to find this?
Okay, so your group changed their minds. Your
group wants to go in on Le Bon Tents. Where
would you find more info about these?
How would you want to find this?
Why do you think it should be there?
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FEEDBACK
+ EXPERIENCE COULD INCLUDE CONTENT FROM
PAST YEARS
+ EMPHASIZE BUTTONS WITH HOVER
+ “INFO” TITLE CAN BE CONFUSING
+ THE LINEUP SHOULD BE EASIER TO SEE
IMMEDIATLEY
+ USE BULLETPOINTS TO MAKE THE TEXT EASIER TO
READ
+ COULD USE SCROLL INDICATORS
+ LET USER KNOW WHAT TAB THE PAGE THEY ARE
ON FALLS UNDER
+MAKE FOOTER SMALLER/ GET RID OF IT
+ MAP OF THE VENUE IN PLAN AS WELL AS INFO TAB
+ PLAZAS ARE FORIEIGN TO NEW USERS
+ CREATE A NEW “PLAN” TAB ONLY FOR CAMPING
AND HOTEL OPTIONS
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TICKETS
+ Single Day
+ 4 Day

PLAN
+ Camping
+ Hotels
+ Travel

EXPERIENCE
+ Plazas
+ Food
+ Muisc
+ Culture

MORE

INFORMATION
ARCHITECTURE V2
From the feedback I receieved of V1,
Many users had issues locating all of the
camping options within the “Experience”
category. Users expressed that what they
anticipated to be under the experience
category would be information about
the activities and culture of the festival,
and while camping is a big part of the
Bonnaroo “Experience”, it wasn’t easy to
find the camping accomidations under
that umbrella. I asked users where these
camping options would best fit, and
decided that making another tab with all
the accomidations for camping, hotels
and shuttles would make finding camping
information simpler.

+ FAQ
+ Map
+ Ect
INFORMATION
ARCHITECTURE
V2
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VERSION 2
VERSION 2 IMPLIMENTED THE NEW IA BUILT AFTER V1
TESTING, AS WELL AS MODIFIED FACTORS LIKE THE SIZE
OF THE BANNER, FOOTER, AND PICTURES. WE ALSO ADDED
COPY AND IMAGES FROM BONNAROO’S ORIGINAL SITE IN
ORDER TO EFFECTIVLEY ORGANIZE THE INFORMATION WE
WERE TESTING.
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V2 TESTI NG
& FEEDBACK

TASK

User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

4 Day GA Tickets
RV Camping
Le Bon Tents
Groop Camping
Plazas
Food

FAILURE -

INDIRECT SUCCESS -

SUCCESS -

FEEDBACK
+ COULD USE PROCESS OF ELIMINATION TO FIND THINGS QUICKLY
+ SEEING THE DROPDOWN MENUS HELPED TO FIND ADDITIONAL ITEMS LATER
+ PLAN TAB INDICATES THINGS THE USER WOULD NEED TO PREPARE, EXPERIENCE
WOULD BE THINGS BONNAROO WOULD PROVIDE
+ GENERALLY EASY TO NAVIGATE THROUGH FLOWS
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CONCLUS I ON

Bonnaroo Art & Music Festival has plenty of attractions, accomodations and
events to offer its guests, but it’s website lacks a simple yet structured Information
Architechture to really show off all the increduible opportunities Bonnaroo offers.
Bonnaroo’s brand identity already seemed very strong, and I felt it encompassed
what Bonnaroo was all about. That is why I chose to keep the bright neon themeing,
and I knew that by maintaining the colors I would need to make sure that all the copy of
the site would need to be inredibly legible. I tried to make sure of this by making all the
site content rather large. To further solidify clear readability, I would need to work with
the copy writer to make the text blocks of information turn into bullet points or smaller
pieces.
Through my process you can see that I altered the IA between V1 and V2. This
decision was suggested to me directly by a user during V1 testing, and I decided to
implement it for V2. I felt like this was a strong decision that would ultimatley help the
users find information faster, but am still unsure if I think the titles are perfect.
I learned throughout my testing that the phrasing of tasks to users had a
significant impact on where they went on the site. For example, when I asked users
to “find vegan options to make sure their vegan friend would have food during the
fest”, most went to Plan or More before checking the dropdowns. When I asked users
instead to just “find food options”, most went to Experience. In V1, I often asked users
to find me “information on RVs”, and most would hover over to the Info tab. For this
reason in part, I renamed Info to More in V2, and also because I felt that More was a
less intimidating word than Info. Since Bonnaroo is all about relaxing and having a good
time, I felt this was an important change.
Bonnaroo fans who have attentd the festival may already be familliar with things
like the Plazas, or know what a Le Bon tent is, but new visitors to the site may have
some catching up to do. One thing I would want to add to a Version 3 of my prototype
would be a searchbar intergrated into their FAQ, as well as more descriptive copy for
the landing pages of each tab. Other things I would like to include would be an email
signup on the home page, as well as a more exciting home page, hover features for the
drop downs, and a checkout flow.

